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INTRODUCTION
Background
In 1998, Maryland completed an assessment of all 134 of the state’s watersheds in order to
identify high priorities for restoration action based on impaired waters and high priorities for
conservation action based on high or unique natural resource value. The assessment, called the
Unified Watershed Assessment, was conducted by the Maryland Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) under the direction of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Water
Action Plan initiative with assistance from the Maryland Departments of Environment,
Agriculture and Planning and the University of Maryland. It moved beyond consideration of
water quality in the streams in the state, which had been assessed regularly since the early 1970's,
to a larger consideration of living resources in the streams and the landscape conditions which
could impact both water quality and living resources.1,2
In response to the findings of the Unified Watershed Assessment, DNR offers technical
and financial assistance to local governments who are willing to develop and implement
Watershed Restoration Action Strategies (WRAS) addressing needs for restoration and
conservation in priority watersheds. One of these projects is the Corsica River Watershed in
Queen Anne’s County, where the Town of Centreville, the County, DNR and other local
cooperators, both public and private, are engaged in developing a watershed management
strategy.
Location

Corsica River Watershed
Acreage Summary
MDP 2000 Land Use/Land Cover

The Corsica River Watershed is located
within the Chester River basin as shown in Map 1
Land
Water
Total
Location. The Corsica River Watershed’s
geographic location entirely within Centreville and
23,903
1,395
25,298
Queen Anne’s County is highlighted in Map 2
WRAS Project Area. This area is the focus of the
Watershed Restoration Action Strategy and this
Watershed Characterization. DNR subdivides the Corsica River Watershed into three “12-digit”
subwatersheds for analytical purposes as depicted in Map 2. The table Subwatersheds
summarizes acreage statistics for these subwatershed areas.
Purpose of the Characterization
One of the earliest steps in devising a Watershed Restoration Action Strategy is to
characterize the watershed using immediately available information. This Watershed
Characterization is intended to meet several objectives:
– briefly summarize the most important or relevant information and issues;
– provide preliminary findings based on this information;
– identify sources for more information or analysis;
– suggest opportunities for additional characterization and restoration work; and
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Subwatersheds In The Corsica River Watershed
DNR and MDP 2000 Data
Number
02130507
XXXX

Name
“12-Digit”
Subwatershed

Area in Acres
Description
With
Water

Land
Only

0395

Corsica Direct
Drainage

8,382

7,053

All tributary areas that drain
directly to the estuarine portion of
the Corsica River

0396

Mill Stream Branch

9,384

9,560

Includes south and west portions of
Centreville

0397

Three Bridges Branch
and Gravel Run

7,533

7,491

Includes north and east portions of
Centreville

Corsica River
Watershed

25,299

24,104

Entire “8-Digit” watershed

02130507
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